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Bike of the Year By Baysie

This summer saw the return of the OMC
Bike of the Year award in a revised format.
As there had been a number of suggestions to
change from the previous format of manufacturer’s
classes it was decided to have type classes. A number
of experienced and seasoned bikers together with
a sprinkling of hardened biking anoraks were consulted and we came up with ten categories instead of
manufacturers to appease our critics. The categories
were classic, vintage, sports, road race, lightweight, off
road, touring, cruisers, adventure and naked.

Due to poorer weather than last year together
with a bit of confusion as to what bike could enter
what category, entrant numbers were down on last
year. However, with the lure of a £50 food and drink
voucher kindly donated by Oakley Club, we still managed a number of top quality bikes entering. Of the
ten winners, seven were back on Thursday 7th August for the Grand Final with the winner being Justin
Smith with his immaculate 2003 Suzuki GXS 1400
and it’s brilliant bespoke paint job.
Justin picked up a further £50 voucher together
with the OMC Bike of the Year shield. Well done!
It will be back to the drawing board for the format
of 2015 but we already have some ideas of how we
will be running it.
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merous tasks to be performed can be somewhat
daunting. From risk assessment to rubbish collection and bike parking to wet weather contingency
plans, all have to be considered.

Oakley Bike Festival exceeds all expectations … !!!
Saturday 26th July 2014 saw the culmination of
over 6 months planning and preparation when Oakley Motorcycle club staged its first ever bike festival
‘OBF14’.
Way back in the spring of 2013 when visiting another long running bike show, someone who shall
be nameless said “I think OMC could do better than
this”…..and so OBF14 was born!
About 20 club members expressed their interest
in forming a working group and meetings were held
on a regular basis from September 2013. It is very
important to note that all the meetings had to be
held in a pub or bar – purely to lubricate the brain
cells!

Whilst it may seem a little corny, the original idea
was actually to simply have a good day out whilst
trying to put something back into the pastime we all
love and to support the dealers and local businesses
that support OMC throughout the year. As a byproduct, it was hoped that money would be raised
for our chosen charity, the East Anglia Air Ambulance and perhaps raise the profile of our club a
little………..and as we all know, that’s exactly what
eventually happened.
However, as anyone who has organised a public
event will know, the sudden realisation of the nu-

The OBF Team was broken down into task based
sub-groups and over the forthcoming months, the
Festival gradually took shape. One of the key tasks
was contacting as many potential exhibitors as possible; in all over 60 companies and clubs were contacted. Nearly 50 would eventually attend; not a bad
hit rate all things considered!
As this was the first time the Festival had been put
on, the major fear was of the unknown; how many
bikes would turn up; how many cars would turn up;
how many people would turn up……………and
what if it was wet! Its amazing how often during
the working day those questions suddenly popped
up in the mind!
In the end, it all seemed to go roughly to plan and
generally the Festival was deemed to be a successful
event. We had over 3,000 visitors with over 1,200
bikes through the gate during the day. One of the
highlights for me personally was the almost surreal
sight of Steve Plater interviewing the likes of Troy
Corser, Niall Mackenzie, Richard Cooper, Mitchell
Carr, Olie Linsdell, Grant Wagstaff and Jonathan
Railton at our club – Oakley Motorcycle Club! Fantastic!
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The various exhibits provided a real cross section of motorcycling activities from displaying classy
bikes of yesteryear to the most up to date offerings from the local dealers. Some of the race bikes
were run up, including Mike the Bikes Honda 500-4,
Carlos Checa’s Ducati desmosidici, some drag bikes
and not forgetting the veritable Manx Norton!
The band in the afternoon, Eddie Mansell & his
Disciples, really surpassed themselves by belting
out some real rock favourites from what must have
been the most professional stage and sound set-up
outside of Glastonbury!

Insert photo (4)
Children were not forgotten as face painting
and special kiddies activities were specially laid
on……………..with ‘slightly’ older kids being well
catered for with the slow riding competition!

Insert photo (6)

The emergency services were well in attendance
with all the services putting on a great display of
various vehicles and exhibits.
Total proceeds for the East Anglia Air Ambulance
amounted to £6,508, most coming from the small
entry fee to enter the event but also included funds
raised from the auction, raffle and helmet park.
However, this fabulous amount could not have
been achieved without the generous sponsorship
received from numerous companies and individuals
involved in the Festival and I, on behalf of Oakley
Motorcycle Club, would like to say a huge thank
you to all those concerned – we couldn’t have done
it without you!
Richard Galka

About 30 bikes entered the Best Bike in Show
competition and whilst the decision was made very
difficult by the standard and variety of the entrants,
the winner was ultimately deemed to be an immaculate Vincent.
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So many decisions
… That way …
mmm not sure!!!
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Last week I finally decided to trade in my
2009 Hayabusa and bought, yes another
Hayabusa!
When going through all my paperwork and especially the MOT’s, what surprised me was the mileage I
have done in recent years. I sold the bike with almost
34000 on the clock and have regularly done between
8,000-10,000 per year across both my bikes. Some
of you will be saying “oh, that’s nothing, I do 20,000 a
year”. But what is surprising is that these miles every
year are pretty much down to the ride outs, trips and
track days with all OMC friends.
From short rides to Stibbington (the one last month
was a real peach of a ride with fantastic weather and
good pace) to trips out to the Forest of Dean or
Yorkshire Dales and to the continental journeys
around Belgium, Luxembourg, Germany and France.
These 8-10K miles have been enjoyed with people I
like to ride with and by the looks of the numbers we
get on ride outs, also like riding with me. It is surprising how many miles are clocked up riding in groups.
Group riding is not for everyone, some prefer
riding with a partner or buddy, some prefer the
total isolation of solo riding. Some would love to
try group riding but think they will make a pratt of
themselves or what if the pace is too quick for me.
OMC has got the solution, we grade our rides and it
is not only about speed, we stick with marked speed
limits and make progress where possible no matter
how the ride out is marked. You will hear this a lot
from our lead riders. We have three grades – Level
3 – Leisurely which would usually mean fairly main
roads, not in a rush, taking time. Level 2 – which is
intermediate and caters for more experienced riders
who have done some group riding. The pace may be
quicker due to the bikes that might be on the ride
but there also might be some complex roads with

narrow country lanes with tight bends or other such
features. We would not recommend it for someone
who has just moved up to a big bike or does not have
much experience of group riding. And lastly the level
1 – The misconception here is that this is not a balls
out as fast as you can go ride out. The nature of a
level 1 means it is for experienced riders only and
will have maybe even more technical features hairpins, blind spots, hump backs, maybe crossing busy
dual carriageways or some motorway group section.
The reason for the grading is so that you, our members can make a judgement on which you wish to
join. In 2014 we split two of our rides into level 2
and level 3 from different locations and we were very
pleased with the response and it worked fantastically.
There are also many consistent rides, for example
Colin has a terrific Wednesday club (be it sometimes
he goes out on Thursdays, Fridays or Saturdays depending on the weather) but always posts his rides
at a leisurely pace. Other lead riders like John Sedgewick, Phil Randell, Clive Homan or myself tend to
organise level 2 through our own preferences but
we will occasionally do a level 3 or even a level 1 to
keep the fun elements and to ensure everybody has
the opportunity to join.
We will be shortly meeting and discussing the planning for next season and we will ensure we have a
whole host of rides for everybody. Watch out on
the calendar during the ‘wet’ season for ad hoc rides
and the new ride out calendar will start from April.
Any requests for destinations are always welcome so
feel free to drop me a line paul.butler@oakleymc.net
Details of our group riding guidelines are on the
OMC website together with some useful information on European riding regulations.
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A great turnout for the last ride of the season!

Wednesday Club

TheWednesday Club rides have continued throughout the year, taking in places such as Skegness, Sutton on Sea,Mablethorpe,Spilsby,Lincoln,Cromer,W
ells next to Sea, Hunstanton,Sheringham,Clacton
on Sea,Southend on Sea,Southwold,Sleaford, Bourton on the Water, Windsor,Great Yarmouth, Peterborough, The Long Inchington Diner,Foxton Locks
as well as Breakfast runs to The Wavendale Garden Centre Crowland,the Harley Diner in Market
Deeping, The Greasy Sausage, Jacks Hill. All our
rides have been at a leisurely pace with a small
percentage of the rides at weekends.The Comfort

Café, all at a Leisurely pace a small percentage
of the rides were at weekends. We only had rain
once when we left Great Yarmouth but undeterred
we carried on. As you can see we were quite busy,
and hopefully we will be next year although I will
continue the rides through the winter dependant
on the Weather.
As I have said before it’s not just weekdays it covers but weekends as well so you are all welcome to
join us throughout the season.
By Colin Measures
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Do you have some answers... Traub

Motorcycles

Mystery of the Traub Motorcycle by
Matt Williams in 1967, a plumber doing renovations of an apartment building outside Chicago tore down a brick
wall and found what would prove to be
a baffling mystery to vintage motorcycle enthusiasts – a one of a kind motorcycle bearing 1917 plates and the name
“Traub”.
The building’s elderly owner admitted that his son
had stolen the bike before going off to WW1, never
to return. But where the bike came from and who
made it remains an unknown to this day.
Currently residing in the Wheels Through Time
Museum in Maggie Valley, North Carolina, the Traub
is considered by many to not only be the rarest
motorcycle in their collection, but in the world.
The Traub was sold to Torillo Tacchi, a bicycle shop
owner in Chicago after its discovery who later sold
it to Bud Ekins – famous as Steve McQueen’s stuntman – while Ekins was on set of the Blues Brothers
movie in the late 1970s. The Traub was later sold
to collector and restorer, Richard Morris, who then
sold it to Wheels Through Time Museum curator,
Dale Walksler, in 1990. It has been on permanent
display in the museum collection ever since.
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Don’t think this unique motorcycle is merely a
museum piece. Walksler rides the Traub fairly regularly. When asked about the engine components,
he enthusiastically replied “Everything inside the engine is just magnificent. The pistons are handmade,
and have gapless cast iron rings, the engineering and
machining being simply years ahead of their time.”
“When comparing other top motorcycles makes
and models of the era, the Traub has no equal.
Comprised of a sand-cast, hand built 80 cubic inch
“side Valve” engine, the machine has the ability to
reach speeds in excess of 85 mph with ease, “says
Walksler.
Aside from its few off the shelf components, the
Traub has many unique handmade features. The
three speed transmission is thought to be one of
the first of its kind and the rear brake, a dual acting
system that employs a single cam that is responsible

for pushing an internal set of shoes, while pulling
an external set, has never been seen on any other
American motorcycle.
“For a machine to have such advanced features,
unparalleled by other motorcycles of the same era,
is truly outstanding,” said Walksler. “It’s my opinion that The Traub was an attempt at a new breed
of motorcycle. But how on earth could a machine
have been produced in such great form, with capabilities that far exceed that of any comparable
machine, without the knowledge of the rest of the
motorcycle industry during that time”.
The hunt for the Traub’s elusive origin hasn’t
stopped. “While we may never know why the machine was placed, we do hope to one day find out
more about is history and the genius that created
it” said Walksler.

Motorcycle and Scooter products
formulated to provide race
developed protection and reliability

Morris Lubricants Castle Foregate, Shrewsbury, SY1 2EL
www.morrislubricants.co.uk T: +44 (0)1743 232 200
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Hi I am Rod Atkins, one of the slower
members of this illustrious club, aged Fifty Eight + Vat.
My first bike purchase was a 1928 550cc Triumph,
which had a puncture and had to be pushed home,
the grand purchase price of this was £1.00 old money. As I was only 13 yrs at the time with very little
money, I went halves with a friend! Petrol at the time
was exhorbitent - Two shillings and sixpence (old
money), so we tried paraffin plus petrol as a cheaper
running option but this was no good! Value today is
about £6000.00
I then tried Scrambling ( known as Moto Cross in
today’s world) it was very big at the time but my
scrambling aspirations were put on hold when I did
my National Service - Twenty months in Malaya and
Singapore as a wireless mechanic in the RAF. On my
return I decided to try my hand at flying, went solo at
Cranfield, but when the hourly rate doubled it was
the end of flying dream and back to biking ….

meets were on most Sundays all over the country.
Trialling is much easier on machinery, mainly balance
and throttle control.
I have done most of my biking on road bikes having owned a BSA A7, Ariel VH, Vincent, Comet, NSU
Supermax,Yamaha 600 and a Honda XBR 500.
I took part at the Irish Rally for 18 yrs in the very
good company of people like Jeff Smith – World Moto
Cross champion, Dave Bickers -European Champion,
both worthy moto cross champions. Also Bud Ekins,
Steve McQueen’s stuntman in the film “The Great
Escape”. The rally is run over four days, average
speed 25mph. Try that lads!!!! But very good fuel
consumption - my Vincent Comet was doing about
115 miles /gallon.
One tip lads and lassies - keep to the left, throttle
open.

I enjoyed four years of Moto Cross, riding machines
manufactured by Cotton, Greeves, BSA, Matchless
Metisse. Racing at the time was very expensive with
regular blow ups and although I wasn’t good enough
to win anything, I had some great fun and made loads
of friends. I decided to try Pre 65 trials entering most
of the Big Trials – Scottish, Falmag and others, riding
a BSA and Matchless. Trialling was very popular and
OAKLEY MOTORCYCLE CLUB MAGAZINE | WINTER EDITION 2014
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This is Rod’s very first Honda … he is looking for spares, can
anyone help?
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Belgium
Spa
By Paul Butler
This year, one of our key events was taking a large group to Spa.
Usually we visit a MotoGP or WSBK event but this
year we decided on something a bit different, the Belgian Classic Bike meeting at Spa Francochamps. The
planning for this started back in September last year
and with such high interest, we knew accommodation would be an issue so instead of looking at the
usual budget hotel chains we chose to look at the
possibility of Villas. The group totalled 36 members,
24 bikes and was finally accommodated into two Villas, one sleeping 12 members (reduced to 10 due to
Bryan Smiths health scare but glad he is making a
full recovery now) and one taking the other 24. As
organiser I was a little apprehensive as we had never
done self catering on this scale on an overseas trip.
On 3rd July we all set off in four different groups
to arrive in Calais at the Campanile Hotel. The only
exception was Richard and Rose Ford who volunteered to take the club marquee and Richard’s bike
over in his van one day earlier. After drinking the bar
completely dry (and I mean all beer, even the stocks
of the Belgian 12% stuff were completely depleted)
OMC can certainly drink, we retired for a good
nights sleep before the next day run down to Spa,
240 miles.

Again the four groups set off at different times with
varying routes, my group riding a route via Waterloo
for a stop at the War Museum., arriving in Spa a little
later than anticipated but in time for Richard and I
to go down to the track to erect the club marquee
while the others sorted their sleeping arrangements.
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Returning to the villas and accommodation allocated, a hardy group met in Spa town for a wonderful
meal, steaks the size of the plate and pasta bowls
straining the table under the weight so we were
ready for the next day - a ride to the Eifel region.
Awaking in the morning and with the ‘do-it-yourself’
breakfast, we opened the doors to a dark and dismal
overcast and showery day. Some of the group decided to make tracks for the circuit and watch some
of the old classics doing their qualifying; others chose
to wander around town. Myself, Richard and Rose
decided it was still warm enough for a shortened
ride around the Belgium Ardennes, returning to the
circuit for a nose around and to join the ultimate of
events on the Spa circuit.
Spa is an awesome circuit, and the club stand was
parked right next to Eau Rouge, one of the highest
incline corners on any circuit in the world. The TV
does not do this justice on F1 as it is mighty steep,
banking and turning as it reaches the crest. There
were many classic bikes on show and on the track
and with complete roaming weekend tickets our
group could drool over bikes and watch past heroes
push them to the limits. The highlight of the weekend was just about to surface. As part of the “club”
booking OMC had the chance to join the parade lap
of the ‘old’ Spa circuit. Whilst this was planned, we
never knew the format or the process but at 5:45
we jumped on our bikes and headed towards the
paddock and the exit gate to the start/finish straight.
Slowly but surely, we were joined by hundreds of
bikes, lining up, revving up and excited to be part of
something special and to cap it all Derek and I were
interviewed by the local TV station.

Oh Mr Treasurer, couldn’t you find
the change rooms!! - Ed

I have never seen some of our members so excited
by the prospect and at 6:00pm the gates opened
and we began the first lap of the F1 circuit. By the
start of the second lap the bikes had thinned out
and we could go a bit faster taking Eu Rouge at a
smooth pace to feel how awesome this corner is. As
we reached the peak we could see the bikes slowing
down and then off the F1 circuit and onto the country roads, lined with hundreds of onlookers, waving
and cheering. This was the old 14Km circuit where
Barry Sheen still holds the motorcycle lap record,
around the banking sections - what an immense feeling!
When we arrived back at the marquee, it was great
to see the smiles on the faces of Dickie Galka, Roger
Mant,Terry Harris to name but a few who had never
done track days so enjoyed not only the special experience but also their first time on track with a bike.
Talk of the parade lap was the dinner time discussion
for many!!!

17

Sunday the weather brightened and instead of heading to the track, a group of us decided to take a nice
day trip to Luxembourg City, after all it was only 78
miles away. The morning was cool but dry and as we
rode along, the sun decided to show its face, getting
warmer and warmer as the day wore on. The Luxembourg roads have to be some of the smoothest and well
maintained in Europe. No ruts, potholes, cracks and
banding just smooth solid black stuff (unlike most of the
Belgium variety).We stopped at a very nice coffee stop
at a bikers cum rock café at Quatre Vents (on the A12/
D102 intersection) about 12km out of Luxembourg
City. Our mistake was not to realise, in most continental countries, food places close on Sundays. So our trek
took us into the heart of Luxembourg in search of food
which was finally provided by a mixture of establishments open all day.
We decided to set off around 5:30 back to Spa, after
all it is only 78 miles, what could possibly happen? As
we finished our fuel stop in the suburbs, a sudden gust
of wind and dark clouds appeared over the houses.

Quickly we set off as the rain started and decided to
blast it back as quick as possible. What we hadn’t envisaged was the entire journey would be through one
of the most massive thunderstorms I have ever experienced. Thunder, lightening and torrential rain! The
traffic was heavy but we managed to keep the group
together (7 bikes) and made it back in 1 hour 20 minutes. I have never seen bikers so wet in my life - It didn’t
matter how waterproof it stated on your label, we were
wet through whether you wore Halverson’s or RST or
TCX.
Monday was the ride home, and again split into four
groups, some setting off early to catch an earlier crossing. Arriving at the Channel tunnel terminal, we knew
something was amiss, the queue was back to the highway and making our way through to the waiting area,
we met the rest of our group and joined them jumping
the queue by several hours. Apparently a train had got
stuck in the tunnel and we should expect a 4-5 hour
delay. It was four hours before we got through, but the
rain held off and the sun shone while we passed the
time away reflecting on our trip.
An eventful adventure to Spa, enjoyable and spectacular in parts but would likely change the format for future trips, self catering, whilst saving money, does have
its down sides.
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Track Day
By Clive Homan

It’s getting late in the year but the weather can be kind and
it was on Monday 18th August when four OMC members
joined a track day at Snetterton run by the BMW club.The
Ride Friendly days at the Norfolk circuit are aimed at people
who may be cautious, intermediate or experienced in track
days.
It is not just for BMW owners with BMW bikes - all makes
and types are welcome provided they are road legal. In the
garages there are plenty of pipe and slipper men with beards
who ride BMW motorbikes who are quite normal it seems!
If you are thinking you would like to have a go it’s a safe way
of finding out your biking ability and learning a new bike skill.
People assume a track day is about going fast and on the edge
of life and death - they are so wrong!
Think of the track as a road – firstly, the traffic only goes one
way, the road surface is faultless no pot holes, diesel, no junctions or cars.If you picked the best road in Europe it would not
come close to a safe track environment like Snetterton or any
UK based circuit.
The day starts off early. I leave home at 5.30am to get there
for 7.00am,signing on starts at 7.30 and all bikes have to have a
static noise test 102db before going on track . A safety briefing
is held at 8.30am where you are shown a map of the circuit and
what flags and lights will be used during the day and a general
chat about the three groups taking part.
The first six laps are with an instructor leading you around
the circuit to show you how to join the track from the pit lane,
and the best lines to take the corners,and finally where the exit
is at the end of your session,a quick chat follows to iron out any
questions and then you are free to go out when your group is
called. On the BMW track days the instructors are free all day
for anyone who wants any tuition.
The sessions are 20mins long and you have three in the
morning before lunch and three in the afternoon.That is plenty
of track time to get to know your bike better and how it handles, so after 150miles on track it’s all over for the day. I would
like to thank Richard,Martin and James for making it a great day
on and off camera ….
I look forward to the next one and hope you will join us ….
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xr-arzD3MXM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JI3ESiMzKc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TD48VFgaYdI

	
  

A Good Idea at the Time...
You know how it goes, you get an email
request from a ‘friend’ all wrapped up
in sweet talking compliments and think
“yeah, I could do that” and “it sounds like
it’ll be a laugh, so put me down for it.”
You then snuggle back down into the armchair and
focus on the latest TV show. Well, I had one of those
moments back in March this year.
Along with being in this bike club, I’m also a member of the Royal British Legion’s Riders Branch so
help out with some fund raising for the RBL. My
County Rep was asking a ‘select’ few of us if we could
help out with a group of cricketers who were planning a charity cycle ride from Penn Street, near Amersham, to the Menin Gate in Ypres, Belgium. They
were looking for RBL motorcycle outriders to help
over the weekend of 31st July to the 5th of August.
So I volunteered – the fool that I am.
The cyclists all came from the Penn Street Cricket
Club (www.100-not-out.co.uk) and were hoping to
raise a couple of grand, split between the RBL and
H4H. I went to a meeting a couple of months before
the off to meet them and discuss both their expectations and our requirements. You know how sometimes you get the impression that a group doesn’t really have a clue what they’re getting themselves into?
Well, this was one such group. Still, it’ll be all right on
the night. Won’t it?

So, come Wednesday the 30th July, I’ve booked the
days off work, checked my insurance, prepped Kevin,
packed my tent, kissed the cat and stroked the wife
and off I toddle down to Penn Street. The PSCC
guys (and one girl) are all in the village hall looking
slightly excited and just a little worried – I think it’s
just starting to sink in! Lots of nervous giggling and
jokes around.
First problem – breakfast at 0430 (!*!) Thursday
morning, in the pub. I used to leave pubs at that time,
although I haven’t done that for quite some years
now.Thanks to The Squirrel for a full English fry-up; a
good bit of nerve-settling nosh.
0530 saw us leaving Penn Street through a crowd
of well-wishers and a couple of very bemused dog
walkers. 5 motorcyclists (3 route finders/markers,
me at the front of the group on a Union Flagged-up
Kevin (KTM 990A) and a BMW RT as TEC at the
rear) with 14 cyclists and a back-up rental van at the
back.After heading through Amersham and Rickmansworth, we made our way towards the A5/Edgware
Road into St. Johns Wood and our first port of call; a
photo-shoot at Lords MCC cricket ground.Thankfully, the ‘training’ part of the trip was being conducted
on relatively quiet roads, so by the time we’d got the
group to the busy A5 most of ‘em (the cyclists) were
behaving – most of the time anyway!
It’s been quite a few years since I earned a crust as
a motorbike courier around London, so I’d forgotten
just how ‘competitive’ other drivers can get in the
rush hour. Other adjectives such as aggressive, suicidal, myopic and kamikaze-trained can obviously be
inserted here, as is your preference. Even having lots
of high-vis showing, a tall aerial on Kevin with a 3’ x 2’
Union Flag on it, 14 cyclists in matching tee-shirts &
Lycra in a tight group behind me and the TEC BMW
(RT) having flags & flashing LED lights all over it didn’t
help – I suppose this size of group gives some drivers
a great target. I didn’t think it would be good PR for
the RBL (Riders) if I reacted in the way I used to as a
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courier; mirror amputation, questioning the driver’s
mental abilities and/or breeding and/or parentage
(sometimes all three), personalising door panels with
my size 12’s etc. – all tools of the courier trade.
Anyway, crickety-type photos taken at Lords and
coffee consumed we left the cyclists to make their
own way across central London via canal towpaths,
cycle routes, bus lanes and probably pavements, arranging to meet up at London Bridge. 45 minutes or
so after the very generous meeting time, they finally
arrived in one piece (phew) so back into a group and
off to Haig House, the RBL HQ for another photo
shoot. And yes, they’d forgotten everything we’d
taught them. More scary moments.
Then it was lunch/pub time – about 3 pints each
for the cyclists, and a couple of soft drinks for us bikers. Hey Ho… The afternoon traffic was then fought
with on the way to our overnight campsite at Abbey
Wood, SE London, only to find that the Caravan Club
had reserved 5 pitches and 10 people, and PSCC had
booked 10 pitches and 20 people. And the campsite
was full. OK, so we all camped in the late arrivals’ car
park – we can handle that. We’re rufty-tufty bikers &
cyclists. We can handle anything….
The following morning we were up and ready by
about 7.30 – well, the bikers were. It took a while for
the cyclists to surface following a bit too much liquid consumed the previous evening. Replacing fluids
lost the day before, apparently. Next stop was a lunch
stop at Faversham where we met a friendly car park
attendant. He let us put more than one motorbike in
each paid-for car parking space. See, they do exist…
Friday night at the Canterbury campsite was better,
and the cyclists didn’t head off to the pub for tea, but
had a take-away.Turned out that Johnno (our County
Rep) had the ‘only’ pen, so got volunteered into organising about 25 different Chinese & pizza orders.
And he got it right! Cheers mate.
The next day it was tiny, often gravelled side roads
till we met and couldn’t avoid the A2 into Dover
for the ferry to Calais. By then, the bikers & cyclists
were starting to work well together (even if I say so
myself) but the A2 duel carriageway was a seriously
scary place to be at 15-20 mph.
•
44 ton trucks passing at 56 mph
•
Cars deciding at the last minute to try and
turn left onto a slip road - through the middle of the
group;

•
White van man not bothering to wait 20
seconds till the last of the cyclists had passed his entry onto the roundabout – and we had priority;
•
One woman (sorry Ladies) waving to give
us priority at a roundabout and then nearly taking
me & Kevin (the KTM) and the lead cyclists out as
she changed her mind.
If we weren’t shepherding 14 charity cyclists
through all this potential mayhem it might have been
just a normal run out on our bikes.
The ferry crossing went as smoothly as they do
these days, and the cyclists even managed to rattle a
few buckets at their fellow travellers and made a couple of hundred quid towards the cause. Calais came
& went in a blur, but I don’t think many – if any – of
the cyclists had ever cycled in France before. That
meant we were having to not only guide, protect and
shepherd them, but remind them about giving way,
stop signs and in one case a downhill speed camera!
They wanted to try for a speeding ticket. Nutters!
Camp site reached at Boeshepe, we settled in for
a well-earned rest. Not to be. I don’t know if any of
you have been to France at the start of August, but
the whole flippin’ country seems to stop work, close
up, head to the campsites and party like there’s no
tomorrow. It was HEAVING! It was NOISY. It was
busy, busy, busy.
I stopped partying at about ½ midnight and went
to bed – the ‘children’ came in at silly o’clock and
made far too much noise – he said sounding like an
old person.
Sunday was a day off. The cyclists/cricketers had an
away match to play against Lille (which they lost) so
we bikers also had a day off. I decided to have a potter around the French countryside, but when I went
out I realised that a) I had no French road map, and b)
I couldn’t remember what the camp site was called
to stick in my sat nag. Fortunately the
camp site had a large aerial on the hill behind it, so
I went in circles for an hour or two, struggled to find
fuel & lunch (eventually gave up on lunch) and came
back to the site for a senior citizen style nap.The cyclists/cricketers were challenged to a game of footie
by the locals when they got back to the site - 8 of us
and about 23-ish of them. We lost that as well, but in
a very British, stiff upper lip kind of way.
Monday the 4th of August was the more formal bit
with only 15 miles to go into Ypres and a finish at the
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Menin Gate. It involved my favourite bit of the
whole trip – riding the wrong way up a one way
street in the centre of Ypres and through the Menin
Gate to the absolute astonishment or hundreds of
pedestrians. A Triumph bike in front, 14 cyclists four
abreast all tee-shirts and Lycra, 4 bikes at the back
with flags and ‘British’ and RBL stuff all flapping in the
wind – and a Volkswagen van at the rear (irony rules,
OK!). And a Belgian motorbike copper at the Gate
waved politely to us as we came through it. How
cool was that!
We also participated in a very poignant Last Post
ceremony that evening, the 4th – the 100th anniversary of the British declaration of war - WW1 – and
laid a couple of wreaths on the memorial. Then it
was dinner and speeches and more partying – I gave
this one up at about 1.30. I’m getting too old for all
this stuff…
Tuesday was buying pressies for our wives, a ferry
back to Dover, without the ‘children’ this time and
then home. I’m definitely too old for all this stress,
partying, worry, partying, concentration and partying
– I was completely cream-crackered by the time I got
home. Must be the stress…
The good bit was no dead, damaged or departed

‘children’ in our party – and I think the five of us
bikers really improved the image of motorcyclists to
many people; helpful, polite, friendly, assertive, willing
to put ourselves out/at risk to help others etc.
The cricketers/cyclists have made, at last count, way
over £8,000 for the RBL!! (And a bit for H4H.)
Well done guys, I enjoyed the experience! Would I
do it again? Not on your nelly … But I would probably commit in a heartbeat ……
Haig House, RBL HQ with Poppy, the Poppy Appeal
mascot – and very cute she was too.

	
  

Another
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Busy Year!
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This year’s Ladies trip to Wales was
another enjoyable Oakley event, even
though the weather was miserable with
lots of heavy rain “so glad I took extra
gloves”.
Meeting on Friday morning at the Bedford BP Services on the A6 we headed to Leighton Buzzard to
MacDonald’s where we met the rest of the group for
the journey to Merthyr Tydfil. Riding out on country
roads our next stop was Stow-on-the-wold but hitting torrential rain we soon turned on to main roads
to complete our journey as quickly as possible as the
roads had turned into rivers making the riding conditions rather unpleasant. Stopping at the Bell Pub in
Stow-on-the-wold we dried out and decided to continue on the A40 only stopping for fuel, and eventually arriving at our destination, the Travel Lodge, like
drowned rats!!!

and closed in 1980. The site reopened as a museum
in 1983 and is now known around the world, especially after winning the Gulbenkian Prize for museum
of the year in 2005. The Big Pit is well worth a visit
and entry is free (bonus). If you are brave enough
you can enjoy the chance to go down in a cage, a
300ft (90m) descent into the old colliery. Only one
of us went underground and it wasn’t me – I enjoyed
a hearty breakfast (not tea and cake) on the hilltop
with a retired miner and the rest of the ladies.
A big thank you to all the ladies who joined me ….

In the morning the sun was shining, so spirits up, we
headed over the Brecon’s on some great roads to
Builth Wells and on to Rhayader, gateway to the spectacular Elan Valley, set amidst some stunning scenery.
Alas, the rain soon caught us up but being hardy and
determined we continued on to Devils Bridge for tea
and cakes before heading back to our lodgings on the
A44 and A470.
Sunday was a lot better “no rain” so off to Abergavenny for breakfast. Here we met Dave Jones who
took us on a tour of the Black mountains. We passed
the oldest pub in Wales – rode our bikes over an old
toll bridge “which cost 20p each” – then stopped at
Hay-on-wye for tea and more cake! The sun stayed
out all day allowing us to enjoy some very demanding, but fantastic roads and breathtaking views. Thank
you Dave for a very enjoyable sight seeing trip.
Monday – time to leave but with one last visit to the
“Big Pit” at the Blaenavon Visitors Centre. The Big
Pit, National Coal Museum, is based around the former Big Pit Colliery which was sunk in about 1860
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Two years ago the Club organized a trip
to the Milan Motorcycle show and what
a wonderful weekend it was too, with
the boys taking in the experiences of
the Show and the bikes whilst the girls
enjoyed Milan with its shopping and the
food.
So this year we decided to go to Cologne to
probably one of the biggest Shows in the world
and which makes the NEC look like a corner shop!
The biggest difference between the NEC and most
shows in mainland Europe is that shows in Europe
do not sell products, they just exhibit them, so there
are no year-end bargains to be had, unlike the NEC.
Travel arrangements for the event were a bit ad
hoc due to work commitments from all on the trip,
with some stopping over in Gatwick whilst others
travelled down in the early hours to catch our 0645
flight (which in the end was delayed by two hours
due to the pilots oversleeping.) However once on
the plane we then had to wait a while to get a slot
to take off. During this time the pilot allowed anyone who wanted to go into his cockpit to play with
his joystick. (Needless to say Christine was the first
in the queue.) The rest of Friday was spent either in
bed or taking in the sights of Cologne.

Whenever we organise trips to major events at
home or abroad you’re never quite sure if you are
going to bump into anyone you know, so you can
imagine the surprise when we bumped into fellow
OMC members Richard Galka, Derek Brown and
David Higham staying in the same hotel as us! They
had all made a last minute decision and driven by
car to the event.
Whilst out on the Cologne initiation “piss up” on
the Friday evening, we bumped into some guys from
the BMW Motorrad stand at the show. Still in a
reasonably compos mentis state, it was agreed for
all to meet up at 0930 for a personally guided tour
of their stand followed by coffee and refreshments,
which I have to say was excellent.
Finally whilst on the stand, I think we were all a
little taken aback by the appearance of “Welcome
Oakley Motorcycle Club to BMW Motorrad” on
the big screen at probably the biggest Motorcycle
Show in the World!
The girls took the opportunity while we were at
the show to take an open top bus tour around the
city to see the sights, followed by lunch and cocktails!
For me it was another excellent weekend and
over far too quickly.
Article by Phil Randell

STAG DO
THE

OMC members Gary Kane and Tony
Wharton recently took part in a Stag
weekend as their friends Gary Hope and
Sue Barnes were getting hitched on Tuesday 28th October 2014.

The usual destinations and activities were considered, Las Vegas, Spain, Watersports and Skiing all
seemed mundane until someone called Max Barnes
(who shall remain nameless ooops) suggested
Coalville. Everybody agreed, it was brilliant, no-one
else would think of that. The enthusiasm continued
as Max threw in yet more brilliant ideas to gasps of
amazement, as we are all bikers and have nice bikes
lets buy new ones for the journey for around £300,
yes three hundred pounds.

the ones who hadn’t. We mostly started purchasing
motor scooters of various types and ages, some got
anything in desperation. Gary acquired an Aprilia Habana 2001 vintage and I (Tony) became the proud
owner of a two year old Sinnis Spirit 125 chinese
takeaway, some bits of which I lost between St Neots
and Rushden (I did go back to search but these parts
are so valuable they would have been snapped up).
What you ask, is the relevance of price fluctuations? Well there was going to be a winner and it
was all based on a points system, the rider/pedestrian
with the least points at the end of the stag weekend
would win.

Actually there were only two people present Max
and A N Other who was possibly too drunk to disagree or drunk enough to think it was actually a great
idea.
Well actually it was a great idea and the reason it
was a great idea was that 14 people, mad people,
threw themselves into it.
Over about three months the 14 members would
pick-up bikes for around £300 or slighty more or
slightly less. Max would send out updates of who
had got what and for how much and chivvied up
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There were many rules and regulations all designed
to add points to failures, like stunts, designated relief
stops (I think one of the younger members came up
with that one) cost of bikes, best bike, oldest bike and
newest bike (I was bound to win that one as all the
older stuff was falling off) and best fancy dress, oh did
I forget that one!! Yes we all had to ride to a bikers
pub called The Vic at Coalville on scooters and such
like in fancy dress. How we laughed.
On the morning of the journey we met at 10am
outside John Lee Motorcycles in Higham Ferrers
with much attention and curiosity, talking of which
those attention seekers Terry and Jackie Jones (OMC
Members)seemed to get in almost every picture and
video taken, they even ran alongside for the first mile
or so in case they missed one!! (Another neighbour
not speaking to me)
After half hour or so of limelight and photo sessions and in Wacky Race fashion we set off led by
Evel Knievel, followed by the groom dressed in an
unrecognisable outfit with matching lipstick and
closely followed by a cowboy, Batman, Slash, a Purple
Helmet, Bond, Maverick, a vicar, a Sumo, Shrek, Father
Christmas and all followed up by an ‘elegant lady’
with superb breasts and a rear end like J Lo and I
don’t mean the bike as that was a sleek Puch Maxi, he
pedalled most of the way! Oh and the support builders van which in all the excitement was not emptied
of building materials, driven by a Ghost Buster. (sorry
to any I forgot)
The journey took 8 hours and would take 8 hours
to write up so I’ll be brief.

Shrek lasted to Finedon when I think his bike realised where we were going and decided to have
none of that, it spent the rest of the weekend in the
garden centre and Shrek spent the weekend on the
back of Maverick.
For a while we felt normal mingling amongst the
Morris dancers at Market Harborough, we lost each
other at various places, well all bikers look the same
don’t they, we went the wrong way several times especially at Bruntingthorpe, so good we saw it twice
and to Mallory Park who had run out of food by the
time we got there.
The best stunt was en route and totally inadvertent
as Batman tried to do a wheelie on the side of the
road and lost control almost clearing a gatepost, well
his bike did but he came off well before that. Must
have switched off his superpowers.
At night we were entertained by a heavy rock band
and the locals and after breakfast headed back, this
didn’t take us quite so long. Just a few breakdowns
and mishaps and much attention and amusement
from other road users as we were still in fancy dress.
Then before the end of our epic journey the results
we had all been waiting for. The judges, Max and the
groom, added up all the points and deductions and
the winner was announced to complete silence, Max
Barnes (the organiser)
But we’re not bitter!!
PS
Gary & Sue were married and will live happily ever after …….
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Riding
the

Continent

By Derek Brown
My sister Margaret did me a huge favour
in 1979 – she moved to Germany!
It’s not what you think, honest, her husband had
been posted to a USAF base in Bitburg, near Luxemburg; them being “over there” gave me the push that
I needed to get on my bike and off to the continent,
something that my wife Jackie and I have been doing
ever since. Once you can get over the anxiety of
riding on the wrong side of the road, with endless
roads to travel, it is the most thrilling and enjoyable
experience going.

After a considerable break whilst my daughters
came into the world and took over events, like they
do, I was able to persuade Jackie that she would be
fine on a tour to Austria. I had been looking at a
World of BMW brochure and this one had caught
my eye. We would get thorough route information,
travel at our own pace and have decent accommodation once at our destination. We learnt a lot on
that tour. We didn’t have a sat-nav then, we got one
before the next trip! 250 plus miles might be easy
on a motorway in a day but on A and B roads whilst
navigating it can be hard work. And we learnt how to
pack for regular hotel stops and how to use luggage

liners too, a real bonus when your hotel room feels
like it’s a bus ride from the entrance lobby. We have
subsequently enjoyed many more continental trips
together – to Alsace, Norway, the Czech Republic
and Spain (all with BMW) to Croatia with Ride with
us and to Slovenia with MSL tours
Last year I rode with OMC members on a Bike
Normandy holiday based at owners John and Jen
Eggleton’s home from which they conduct ride outs
on the superb local roads. Such a good time was
had that Kirsty and Steve Eaton booked a trip to the
Black forest with Bike Normandy this year and kindly
invited me and other OMC members to join them.
I was slightly concerned before this trip because I
didn’t think it was likely that the same level of preparation could be achieved so far away from the Eggleton’s base. Knowing your own roads is one thing,
knowing the roads nearly 1000 miles away is quite
another.
I needn’t have worried; John and Jen’s preparation
for this trip was superb. Every step of the way appeared to be planned. They employ the drop off
marking system to route mark the way from the hotel after breakfast, to the fuels stops, the coffee and
lunch breaks and right up to the next hotel front
door. Overtaking is permitted provided it is done
with consideration and I don’t think there were any
issues on that front. It did mean that for the majority
of the time you are able to make progress at your
own speed. The system worked very well the whole
week, not a single wrong turn as far as I am aware.
What wasn’t planned was John falling off his garage
roof and breaking both ankles at the beginning of the
year! This meant that Jen led the whole tour (a serious amount of work and responsibility) whilst their
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friends John and Rita took on the role of tail end
Charlie leaving John to swan around in the back
up van with driver Tim! I had been a bit anti back
up van but having packed enough for a fortnight I
weakened and stuck my excessive luggage in the van
along with everyone else’s…
Some of the hotels we stayed at were not quite as
good as the riding, adequate rather than stunning
but the price paid for the holiday reflected that too
so that is an observation rather than a criticism.
What stands out for me is that I don’t think I have
enjoyed a trip to the continent as much as I did this
one. At every stop there was good company to
enjoy and in the evening no shortage of people to
socialise with over a beer and a meal.
John and Jen’s route finding was superb; there was
perhaps 150 miles of motorway the whole trip and
there were rather a lot of villages at the end of
day two but there were miles and miles and miles
of glorious open roads, twisting mountain passes
and empty rural roads to enjoy – excellent. To find
yourself number 2 behind Jen as ten miles of curving country roads beckon is the stuff of dreams,
fantastic. Being dropped off at the next junction
though is crushing; it’s like being put on the naughty
step at play school!
I can highly recommend a holiday with Bike Normandy, it’s about as stress free as any motorcycle
event could possibly be; you’ll love it.

Welcome drinks at Baden Baden.

A Pillion’s Tale
advantage as there were occasions when the gap between first and last bike was about 10mins! Great
skill was required in working out when not to be
dropped off just before a long stretch of twisty forest roads!

Having only previously toured in the UK
for 3 days maximum, I went with an open
mind on a 7 day Black Forest and Vosges
Mountains tour organised by “Bike Normandy”.
Although I knew we were in very good company
with 6 other bikes going from OMC, I really didn’t
know how I would get on living out of a top box
for a week and sitting on the back of the bike for an
approx 1500 miles total - albeit a very comfortable
gel seat on a very fine Honda Blackbird fitted with a
great suspension system and of course ridden by a
very experienced biker!
We met up with John and Jen Eggleton of “Bike
Normandy” and 15 other people (on 8 bikes) and
spent our first evening in Calais. The next morning
any luggage we didn’t need for that day was loaded
into the “Bike Normandy” van which followed the
group for the entire trip and did a brilliant job of
keeping up with the bikes. At the end of each day
when we reached the hotel, Tim the van driver
would unload our bags and then load them all back
again the next morning so we had minimum luggage
to carry.
Jen led the group using the drop off system that
OMC use on group ride-outs and provided a dedicated T.E.C. This worked really well as we had a
mixture of bikes and bikers who wanted to ride at
their preferred pace without feeling under pressure.
Smokers of the group were able to work this to their

We stopped for regular coffee/lunch/toilet and fag
breaks which gave the group opportunity to get to
know each other. For three of the evenings the meals
were provided by the hotel we were staying at that
day, on the others we were free to choose from the
local restaurants.
We travelled to the Black Forest via the B500 road
which meant nothing to me but is well known by bikers as being the road to ride – I soon found out why!
We stopped to see the largest cuckoo clock in the
world at Triberg and timing allowed us to witness the
cuckoo saying “hello” when the clock struck at 2pm. (
It may have been a little more exciting if we had been
there at midday!).

Our hotel that evening overlooked Lake Schluch-
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Our hotel that evening overlooked Lake Schluchsee. It was a memorable evening for the group as
we had an addition to our numbers by the name of
Vera – unfortunately we had lost her by the following day but her name continued with us throughout
the week.You’ll need to ask one of the group to find
out more!

There was one free day during the week when we
were able to give the bikes and our backsides a rest.
A few arranged their own ride-out while some of us
went on a steam train to the lake at Titissee and also
a boat ride trip around the lake. For me the day off
was an important part of the week, giving me chance
to relax a little and I was then ready for another full
days riding again the following day which took us into
the Vosges Mountains. Our hotel that evening was
close to the Moselle River.

Our last evening’s hotel was beside a lake and overlooking “Merlin’s Castle”. Unfortunately we weren’t
able to eat outside as it was raining but it was still
a fun evening with thank you presentations and entertainment in the form of jokes provided by several
members of the group.
On our way back to Calais on our final day we
stopped at Albert for lunch and were given the opportunity to visit the 1916 Battle of the Somme Museum.

Q. So would I do it again?
A. Yes
Q.Why
A. A lot of the roads and scenery were brilliant, the
weather was acceptable but the company and social life was excellent. Thank you to everyone from
OMC who attended and made it so memorable for
me (Chris Boddy, Derek Brown, Paul and Stephanie,
Steve and Kirsty, Peter Hickles, Andy and Jane) My
thanks also go to Dave for encouraging me to go
along and paid for me to do so!!
Article by Maureen Sims
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The weather was definitely on our side with
the sun shining and (almost) no rain.
The whole weekend had a great atmosphere with a
staggering 67,500 like-minded MotoGP fans here on
Sunday for the main race and about 40,000 watching from the grandstands (including OMC members.)
We hope those members camping at Woodlands had
a fantastic time watching the live bands and the incredible Monster Freestyle Show!
Sadly this will probably be the last MotoGP we will
see at Silverstone for many years if we are to believe
what we read in the press. I for one don’t believe
they will complete the new circuit in Wales in time
for next year or indeed get the finances they want,
but only time will tell. Personally I hope the whole
project will be shelved for good.
Firstly I was quite surprised by the numbers on all
three days of the event, as it was much increased
from previous years. The seats allocated by Silverstone for the Clubs promotion in Becketts and Village A were well situated to see quite a lot of the
action with the added bonus of a big screen within
easy viewing.
Unlike previous years, I decided not to take the
Club’s marquee to the circuit, instead opting just to
strap the OMC flag to my bike and position it to
indicate our parking area on the infield.There’s nothing quite like riding in through the main gate dodging the crowds and riding around the infield area
before parking up in the centre of the action, with
other fans wondering ‘how did they get that perk?’
Although this decision meant we couldn’t leave our
helmets and kit there, I felt the risk was too great for
theft or damage whilst in our care. This also made it
considerably less hard work for the dedicated team,
who normally help to collect from the club, deliver
and erect, not to mention taking it down at the end
of Sunday and transport back to the club.
The racing I have to say was brilliant. Moto3 - fantastic tight racing that could have been won by any

ByPhilRandell
one of the five riders right up to the flag. Moto2 for
me was by far the best race of the day, and saw some
very hard fought battles throughout the race with no
one really knowing the outcome until the last. MotoGP - an excellent race albeit the result being slightly predictable. However Valentino on the rostrum is
always great to see these days, not to mention Dobie
in the mix and competing for a rostrum too. Just a
shame about Scot, Bradley and Cal not having the
luck they justly deserved.
I would like to offer our thanks to Silverstone and
their team for laying on a truly memorable weekend
and giving OMC the opportunity to take advantage
of some really good discounted prices.
Let’s hope the forthcoming BSB will see some
equally exciting and competitive racing.
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Yorkshire Dales

By Dave Simms

North Yorkshire is a place that Mo and I
love going to and try to go at least twice
a year – it is such a beautiful part of the
world.
This year we took another 10 bikes with us; all
booking in at the Craven Heifer Skipton, a place we
have stayed before and get well looked after.
We met on a Friday morning in Turvey at 10 am
and decided to go up the M1 to J29 and cut across to
Lady Bower Reservoir Café and up the Snake Pass (a
great road) to Woodhouse pass around Saddleworth
moor and on to Hepdon Bridge, finally arriving in
Skipton around 5.30pm - so a full days ride was had
and a few beers earned before we finally hit the sack.

Saturday morning and rain, rain and more rain - I
had ordered the sun so where was it?
The route I had planned took us North to Kendal
and looking at the weather forecast that was where
the sun was, so convincing everyone they wouldn’t
get too wet, we set off. Half an hour later sun and dry
roads - just what I had ordered! We dined at the
heartside cafe at the top of a fantastic road that gave
everyone a smile, on a clear day you can see for miles.
During the day we took in every type of road from
A roads, B roads and unnamed roads that really
make sure your suspension is working properly. Our
ride covered about 200 miles on some magnificent
roads and some amazing sightseeing stops, especially
the Whiteside summit. Arriving back at the Craven
Heiefer we enjoyed a couple of beers before hitting
Skipton for a lovely meal.

Sunday was a sunny day. Our return trip was the
same route as our first day to Skipton. On reaching
the M1 we said our goodbyes and made our way
home, about 650 miles from start to finish.
A great weekend was had with great friends ….
Watch out for next years’ trip!!
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Winter Riding Skills
When I initially read the announcement
in the weekly Oakley Newsletter I discounted this as for other riders. Then I
began to think on the section regarding
slow riding and something clicked. Probably because I have never been comfortable with slow riding (okay I have to say I
was crap). In addition, training on first aid
can never be a bad thing. How much is it
.... It’s free

want to go. Sounds simple but the urge to look at the
cones is so strong and as soon as that happens it all
unravels.That lesson learnt and we move on to more
complex manoeuvring.

So, I registered interest and three days later an invite arrived for 9.00 am Sunday morning, mmmm!
Still, not one to do a no-show I duly got myself out of
bed, checked the bike over - choosing the FZ1 rather
than the new Sprint, just in case there is a slip and/
or drop. After all plastics these days are so expensive
to replace.

I will leave out any details of the first on scene and
first aid training, leaving that to the experts. What
I will say is that for those who can get to a Biker
Down or one of the Herts and Beds course do so.
You will not be disappointed. And you never know,
the information received might just help save a life
one day.

So, what of the day.
There seemed to be a lot of folk around as I arrived. In fact there were more organiser/trainers
than there were trainees. Not a bad thing as we got
one to one instruction. It is a shame that 6 of those
registered failed to show, an obvious disappointment
for the team running the day.

Cut the story shorter .... 4 figure of eights and three
slaloms and I am beginning to wonder what all the
fuss was about. I have to say that the instructors from
1-2-1 were right on the button and we all managed
to do the full gambit of figures.

My thanks to Oakley for advertising the course and
to the Organisers, the Fire Brigade, trainers and observers who gave up their Sunday to help us become
better riders - better informed. A good day - and the
sun shone.
Who says nowt free is worth owt!
Article by Jeff Wailes

Divided into two groups I was surprised to find that
I was to do a 121 observed ride with a guy from
Herts n Beds Advanced Riders. This took around 45
minutes and was followed by feedback on my riding.
Relief for me - no negatives and so off to do the slow
ride skills session.
There were 4 riders and two instructors. Theory
first which was interesting in itself. I admitted to my
shortcomings and was rewarded with first up for the
ride, one of these days I will learn to keep mouth
shut. Plenty of space for full circles in the station car
park accompanied by verbal instruction all the way
round . Tighter and tighter until it started to even
feel enjoyable. Clutch slipping and rear brake feathering control speed and the rest is down to where to
look. No surprises here, look up and to where you
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4x4

MOTORCYCLE TRIP
- STEVE EATON

Monday 29th Sept lunchtime, Kirsty and
I met up with 6 other OMC members at
Baldock, picking up a friend of a member
en route at West Thurrock bringing our
total to 9 on 8 bikes for our 4x4 tour with
Bike Normandy.
We encountered a short shower as a send off
which lasted about 20 mins but pleased to say that
was the only rain we saw until we reached Calais
the following Saturday for our return to the good
old UK.
We arrived in Calais early evening and Russel had
by then began to get his head attached to his body
having been very excited, but apprehensive all day
this being his first trip abroad on his motorbike. We
met up with our tour guides John & Jen, shared a
few beers and stories from the trip they had just
completed and then off to bed, all excited about the
Tuesday morning start of the main tour. Have to say
this was the earliest night of the trip!
Tuesday dawns and we meet up with another 8 bikers and after a short pre tour briefing we head off
at about 10am through France taking in some fast
sweepers and twisty forest roads on our way to the
Belgium Ardennes. We arrived at a fabulous hotel
with massive smiles on our faces and by now Russ,
with his head fully attached, is grinning from ear to
ear. I don’t think that I have ever seen such happy
faces on the likes of Clive, Nick and Martin – these 3
really having a man and machine day which continued
throughout the week. Nick who was a very regular
drop off man, took the “system” to a new level ….
On more than one occasion his bike was parked in
the direction of our leader but rider nowhere to be
seen – didn’t realise he was an avid Horticulturist!!!
Wednesday morning and after a nice breakfast we
are all keen for the off by 09h30 and Ken by this time

is beginning to realise that, unlike his trip to Moscow, he really didn’t need to have massive panniers
attached with his food for the day and his flask of
coffee attached to the rear of them and decides that
it would be a good idea to remove them to the van
which accompanied us on the tour. This made life
easier for the rest of us as there was a lot more
room on the road!
So off we go, heading to Germany through the Eifel
National Park stopping for coffee at Monshau, a fabulous village which was stunning to see and spend a
bit of time at.
After lunch we were told to look forward to a
surprise later in the day. We continued on through
some fabulous twisty roads which we all enjoyed and
arrived at our surprise – Nurburgring. The smiles
grew when we realised that a lap of the ring was on
the agenda. Russell decided that if he could muscle
the pan through France / Belgium and Germany then
a lap of the ring is a must. There is no stopping him
now! We all enjoyed the ride with the exception
of Kirsty who having experienced it as a pillion said
“Never again thank you!” It is rather intimidating
seeing cars roar up your backside on the approach
to bends not knowing if they were going to make
it… and then there was that long, fast strip at the
end! “How fast were you going Steve?” Kirsty asked
looking rather pale … “Don’t know, couldn’t see the
speedo, but I overtook that Porsche” was my reply!
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Back on planet Earth we continued on to our hotel
which was about an hour from the circuit and located a short stroll from the Mosel River and the old
town of Cochem.
Thursday dawns and after another great evening
with great company its breakfast and away again. We
follow the Mosel River, cross over the Rhine where
we stop for a coffee break, then enjoy twisties, fast
open roads and amazing scenery to Bernkastel (our
lunch stop) and on to our hotel which nestled below
the castle of Viandan, Luxembourg. This hotel really
did exceed all expectations with its sauna-solarium
and massive indoor swimming pool which a few of
us thoroughly enjoyed (also got to see a bit more of
our tour guide Jen). Another great evening followed
on into the early hours.

Saturday, the mood was slightly sombre as this was
our last day. Again we had some great routes and
stops on our way back to Calais where the rain decided to come down in buckets for the last 10 miles
but hey, what a fantastic week where we had fabulous
roads, fabulous weather and most importantly fabulous company making some new friends (Mick and
Steve, affectionately known as Arthur and Martha by
the end of the trip will be joining us at our Xmas
bash in December). The total tour was around 960
miles on some of the best roads I have ever ridden.
Can’t wait until the next trip and I know every one of
us have taken home some great memories … I hear
Steve King is still looking for that present for his wife
Jan who’s birthday was taken back here in the UK
while he joined us on this jolly!!

Friday morning and we head off into Petite Suisse
Luxembourg, then criss cross the French/Belgium
borders and stop for a photo shoot of the Ardennes
scenery – another very enjoyable day with great coffee and lunch stops once again on our way to our
last overnight stop in Sedan France. This hotel had
courtyard parking locked and nicely secure. Unfortunately Clive and I managed to pick the spot that the
pigeons enjoyed perching above – still the bikes had
earned a wipe over by then.
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If you have an interest in motorbikes
or indeed anything mechanical, then the
VMCC’s Banbury Run has to be on your
‘bucket list’.
The rally takes place annually at the Gaydon Motor
Museum, this year was the 66th running of the event.
The rally is for pre-1931 motorcycles and is run
over three different routes which start at the museum, they have a little meander around Banbury and
return to Gaydon, definitely a ‘regularity’ event rather than a time trial! With 600 entrants, the VMCC
Banbury Run is the biggest gathering on the planet
for these old machines.
Special entry discounts are available for motorcycles manufactured before January 1, 1915, won’t be
many takers for that then!
Many riders get into the spirit and dress accordingly
in period outfits!
Besides the run, there is a large autojumble and the
extremely interesting Gaydon Motor Museum to
have a browse around, entrance to which is included
in the entry fee to the event.
Next year’s event will be near the beginning of June,
so look out on the web for the actual date.
By Martin Quince
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18 Enjoy
Valencia
18 Oakley club members enjoyed a long
weekend in Valencia at the last MotoGP
of the year.
Having spent Thursday evening at the Hilton in
Stanstead, we had an early morning call for our bus
to the airport, our flight being 7.10am. Arriving in
Valencia mid morning we had some light hearted
banter as Richard, Derek, Clive and Phil all used their
Spanish lingo (what a laugho) to arrange transport to
our beach front hotel. Once settled we took in the
afternoon sun wandering around the F1 street circuit and harbour. Friday evening we met up for pre
dinner drinks and then split up into two groups for
dinner. Our evening was relaxing, usual banter, good
food, beer and red wine which was going down well
until a very red faced Keith gate crashed our table,
complaining that their meal had been an absolute disgrace … Plenty of sympathy was handed out before
we finally retired after a night cap or two or three!!
Saturday we were up bright and early, fed and plans
for the day made. Part of the group decided to go
into Old Valencia and the rest of us ventured down
to the circuit. Four of us went direct to the circuit by
taxi (40 Euros) and the other four went by train. Our
taxi drive was certainly an experience with a very
young driver taking liberties with the traffic lights and
other road users. One could say he was a bit of a
rally driver! We arrived safely at the main entrance
with cars, bikes and police everywhere. Organisation, what organisation – police whistles going like
a mad disco in the eighties. While strolling around
we came across a mini Moto circuit (the same layout
as the main circuit) which was in full flow with kids
sporting leathers, full face helmets and knee sliders.
These kids looked about 4/5 years old and boy, could
they ride these bikes – flat out, knee down, barging

and bumping – proper racing!! As we watched the
chequered flag came out so we made our way to the
pit area, what a set up with fathers giving their kids a
smack around the helmet, high fives and so on. It’s no
wonder the Spanish are so dominant these days …
From there we made our way to the main circuit,
meeting up with Richard and Derek (already on their
first beers at 10h00) and found our way to our seats.
These were situated on the second corner at the
top of the stand – what a view! We could see nearly
all the circuit and what we couldn’t see was shown
on a large screen in front of us. What an experience,
the corner speed, braking and acceleration made the
hair on the back of your neck stand up. We watched
Moto 2, Moto 3 and Moto GP – the atmosphere
was electric with Rossi grabbing pole by 0.36 after
Marc Marques crashed out on his final run. The place
erupted; just shows the man can still do it! A most
enjoyable day ….
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That evening we wandered around old Valencia taking in the sights of the city with a few drinks and a
meal. For one of our party, too much liquid had been
consumed and with a full bladder getting close to a
flood situation, the nearest tree was found (right opposite the local police station!) – What a relief … he is
now known as the Tree Waterer. We did have a good
laugh – it is a wonder the rest of us didn’t wet ourselves. (I don’t know … Do men ever grow up? – Ed)
Up 6.30am Sunday morning, five taxis’s waiting to
take us to the train station for our journey to the circuit. On arrival it was time for breakfast … a Spanish
speaking member in the party would have been handy
but by pointing to the pictures on the breakfast board
we eventually got there. Once again the weather was
kind apart from a few spots of rain. The racing was as
you would expect from a world series on a small tight
track albeit the Moto GP bikes were reaching speeds
of 190mph on the main straight. What a good day we
had having witnessed all 3 championships being won
by Spanish riders – the two Marques brothers making
history and Toto Rabat. After watching and hearing
the fire crackers we made our way to the train station
along with thousands of jubilant fans.
Our last evening was fantastic with the entire group
dining together having a good laugh, eating, drinking
and talking over our exploits of the weekend, some of
which will never be written!!
Many thanks to Richard for organising this trip –
FANTASTICO!!!
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